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Routing & Scheduling Made Easy
Connect your operations, your drivers and your customers

What if dispatch management suddenly
became…simple? What if automated routing
could shave hours off of driving time each
week? What if you could easily keep your
customers up-to-date on delivery status via
email and text? How about documenting
equipment condition and capturing signatures
upon delivery/pickup?
All of this, and more, is now possible.
InTempo’s integration with Final Mile
software from TMW Systems puts
industry-leading route management tools at
your fingertips. With intuitive design,
powerful mapping features and
drag-and-drop functionality, you can reduce
costs, control operations and most
importantly, serve your customers better.

User-Friendly Routing and Scheduling
Optimization
• Optimize routes to reduce miles, trucks and
costs
• Adhere to time window restrictions, special
stops, and equipment constraints
• Edit routes interactively through a map or
menu commands
• Assign customers to routes using drawing tools
• Accommodate scheduling changes in a
pinch. Dispatches can preview potential
additional stop before permanently adding
the stop
• Update cost, mileage, and hours as routes
are modified
• Interface to real-time vehicle tracking
• Provide turn-by-turn directions to drivers
• Monitor weather and traffic in real-time

Mobile connectivity allows you to track route status throughout the day

At-a-glance visibility to your drivers, routes, and schedule
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Provide a 21st Century Customer Experience
• Give customers 24/7 access to the current status of
their delivery via a link to customer portal. The site
will display an ETA when the delivery is in route. The
portal can be accessed from any computer or mobile
device
• Send delivery updates to customers via email or text
message

Estimated arrival and departure info keeps dispatchers and customers
up-to-date

Get Insights Into Routes and Fleet Operations with
Reporting
• Perform extensive financial analyses
• Reporting capability includes planned v. actual
delivery times, account history, driver performance,
and more
Give Your Drivers Tools to Protect Your Equipment
• Take pictures of your equipment upon delivery/
pickup through a mobile app
• Create forms that tie directly to a stop
• Capture electronic signatures wherever your
customers are

Capture stop details and status via a mobile device

Contact Us to Schedule a Demo
1.800.950.2221
info@intemposoftware.com

More About InTempo Enterprise
InTempo Enterprise is industry-leading rental software that gives you the power
to grow your business smarter, faster and more reliably than ever before.
Connect the dots between all aspects of your organization from the counter to
the back office using just one technology platform. Since Enterprise is a SaaS
solution, you’ll be freed up to focus on your core business instead of on IT.
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